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ABSTRACT 

This paper attempts to give a broad outlook to the 

potential researchers in the field of spatial access 

methods. Many journal papers have been critically 

reviewed to establish the true research direction in 

this field. This paper is attempted to give a 

comparative analysis of existing multidimensional 

access methods based upon fractals and L-System. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Spatial data also known as geospatial data or 

geographic information, it is the data or 

information that identifies the geographic location 

of features and boundaries on Earth, such as natural 

or constructed features, oceans, and more. There 

are two characteristics of spatial datasets that they 

are frequently large and that the data are quite often 

distributed in an irregular manner. Spatial data is 

usually stored as coordinates and topology. Spatial 

access methods are used to support efficient 

selection of objects based on spatial properties. 

There are two characteristics of spatial datasets that 

they are frequently large and that the data are quite 

often distributed in an irregular manner. 

 

A spatial access method regards both spatial 

indexing and clustering techniques. Without use a 

spatial index, every object in the database has to be 

checked to see whether it meets the spatial 

selection criterion, a full table scan in a relational 

database. As spatial datasets are usually very large 

so full table scan is unacceptable [1]. Without 

looking at every object a spatial index is necessary, 

in order to find the required object efficiently. Most 

spatial datasets are large; example Geographic 

maps typically occupy several gigabyte of  

storage so that they cannot reside in the main 

memory of the computer and most be stored in 

secondary memory [2]. Clustering is required to 

group those objects which are often requested 

together [1]. 

 
Every important class of geometric operators that 

needs spatial support at the physical level is the 

class of spatial search operators. Value of certain 

alphanumeric attributes and the spatial location of a 

data object are required for retrieval and update of 

spatial data [3].A retrieval query on spatial 

database requires a geometric operation such as a 

point and region query. Both operations in the 

database require fast access to those objects that 

occupy a given location in space [3]. 

Multidimensional data with explicit knowledge 

about object, their extent and their position in space 

is contained by spatial database [1]. The main 

problem for using multidimensional access method 

is that there exists no total ordering among spatial 

objects that preserve spatial proximity. This makes 

difficult to design of efficient access methods in the 

spatial domain than in traditional databases. In B 

tree approach sorting of the data forms the basis of 

efficient searching as in traditional database system 

[1]. 

 

2. DIFFERENT TYPES OF ACCESS 

METHODS 
 

Spatial data is 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional (or 

even higher dimensioned) but computer memory is 

1-dimensional, and must be organized somehow in 

memory [1].Followings are the different access 

methods: 

2.1 B-Tree: 

B- Tree is used for 1- dimensional access method. 

One-dimensional access methods act an important 

foundation for almost all multidimensional access 
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methods. A collection of index element which are 

pairs (x,) of fixed size physically data items, 

namely a key x and some associated information  

by an index. The key identifies a unique element in 

the index and the associated information is 

typically a pointer to a record and collection of 

records in a random access file [2].  

B-tree contains variable number of child node with 

predefined range. Because of fixed range each time 

node is inserted or deleted internal node may join 

and split [4].  

Let k a natural number, h ≥ 0 be an integer. It is a 

directed tree with in the class τ(k,h)of B trees if T 

is either empty (h=0) or has the following 

properties:                                                                                                       

(i) Every path from the root to any leaf has 

the same length h, also called the height 

of T, i.e. h= number of nodes in path. 

(ii) Every node accepts the root and the leaf 

has at last k+1 sons. Either the root is a 

leaf or has at last two sons. 

(iii) Every node has at most 2k+1 sons. 

In B tree best case height is log (mn) and worst 

case height is log (m/2n). 

 

Figure1: B-tree 

B tree do not work well with spatial data because 

search space is multidimensional. Spatial data 

covers space in multidimensional not presented 

properly by one dimensional index structure [4]. 

2.2 R-Tree 

Antonin Guttman developed R tree in 1982. It is 

dynamic index structure use for the spatial 

searching. Several dimension uses to represent data 

object. It is height balance tree just like B tree. 

Operation like insertion and deletion can be 

intermixed with searching due to index structure is 

dynamic [4]. 

Let M is the maximum number of entries to R tree 

in one node and minimum number of entries in a 

 

node is m ≤ M/2. R-tree has the following 

properties:- 

(i) Between m and M each leaf node (unless 

it is root) has index record. 

(ii) Each index records contains (I, tuple -

identifier) in a leaf node where I is 

smallest rectangle represented by the 

indicated tuple and contains the n-

dimensional data object. 

(iii) Each non leaf node has children between 

m and M. 

(iv) Non leaf node (I, tuple-identifiers) each 

entry where I contain the rectangle in the 

child node is the smallest rectangle. 

(v) The root node having at last two children. 

(vi) All leaves appear on the same level. 

 

 

 

Figure2: R-Tree 

An extension of the B tree is the R tree for 

multidimensional objects. The main innovation in 

the R tree is those fathers nodes are allow 

overlapping during split. So the R tree can 
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guarantee at last 50% space utilization and remain 

balance [5]. If a node overflows, some of its 

children are carefully chosen; they are deleted and 

re-inserted, usually resulting in an R tree with 

better structure. 

3. VARIANTS OF B TREE AND R 

TREE 

3.1 Variants of B tree 

B+ tree is similar is B tree the only difference is all 

records are stored at leaf level and keys stored in 

non-leaf nodes. B+ tree, B* tree and many other 

improved variants of B-tree is also proposed for 

particular data types. B-tree is effective for the 

point query but not for range query and multi-

dimensional data. Index node and leaf nodes may 

have different formats or even different size. Leaf 

nodes are usually linked to gather left-to-right. B+-

tree understands the implications of having an 

independent index and sequence set. In B+-tree 

searching proceeds from the root of the index to a 

leaf. All keys reside in the leaves, it does not matter 

what values are encountered as the search 

processes as long as path leads to the correct leaf 

[6]. 

 

Figure3: B
+ 

Tree 

In the time of deletion the ability to leave non-key 

values in the index part as separators simplifies 

processing. It removal is simple because the key to 

delete must always reside in a leaf. Insertion and 

searching operation in a B+ tree are processed 

almost identically to insert and searching operation 

in a B tree [6].  

B*-tree has frequently been applied to another, 

very popular variation of B-tree. A B*-tree to be a 

B tree in which each node is at last 2/3 full (instead 

of just ½ full). In B*-tree insertion a local 

redistribution scheme is applied to delay splitting 

until 2 sibling nodes are full. Then the 2 nodes are 

divided into 3 nodes, each2/3 full. This 

redistribution scheme guarantees that storage 

utilization is at last 66%. Science the height of 

resulting tree is smaller, that increasing storage 

utilization has the side effect of speeding up the 

search [6]. 

 

 

Figure 4: B
*
Tree 

3.2. Variants of R tree:- 

Main disadvantage of R tree is space wastage. So 

variants of R tree were proposed R+-tree, R*-tree, 

priority R tree, Hilbert tree etc. R+-tree is different 

from R tree because of the following point:- 

1. Nodes are not guaranteed to fill at last 

half. 

2. Each entries of internal node do not 

overlap. 

3. More than one leaf node may use to store 

object id. 

R+ tree can be larger than R tree because data are 

duplicated over many leaf node structures. 
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Figure 5: R
* 
Tree 

 

Another variants of R tree is R* tree, it tested 

parameter area, margin and overlap in different 

combination. To split of node R* tree first sort 

lower value of the rectangles then two group are 

determined. R* tree is very robust in compare to 

other data distribution. Three moral value and 

different approaches using them in different 

combination are tested; first margin-value, second 

area-value, third overlap-value. It reduced the split 

operation but it’s one of costly operation is 

reinsertion. Storage utilization is higher than 

variants of R tree. R* tree is build by repeated 

insertion in index structures. There is little overlap 

in this tree “figure 6”, resulting in good query 

performance. Red and blue MBRs are index pages, 

green MBRs are leaf nodes. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6: R
*
Tree 

 

BR- tree (Bloom filter base R-tree) is basically R 

tree structure for supporting dynamic index. Within 

it each node maintains range index to indicate 

attributes of existing items. It store item and range 

of it together with the help of range query and 

cover query support. Using several independent 

hash function an index can represent a set of item 

as a bit array.  

 

BR tree is a lode balance tree. R tree node and 

Bloom filter together known as BR tree node. It is 

not ordinary because BR tree maintains advantage 

of Bloom filter and R trees both. After point query 

result is positive it mixes the queries like bound 

query and range query. BR tree keep uniformity 

between queried data and the attribute bound in an 

integrated structure so that fast point query and 

accurate bound query possible [4]. 

 

Figure 7: BR Tree 

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN 

ACCESS METHODS 

4.1 Query type 

There are 4 types of query i.s Point query, range 

query, bound query and cover query. 

4.2 Data type 

There are two types of data linear and 

multidimensional. 3-D objects, curves, rectangles 

are represented by multidimensional data. Spatial 

data are also part of multidimensional data. 
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4.3 Complexity 

 

Table1. Comparison between access methods

       Index 

    Structure                            

       Query 

        Type 

 

      Data 

     Type 

    Complexity  Application 

B- tree Point query  Linear data O(log n) Some Linux file 

systems, Microsoft’s 

NTFS etc. 

B+- tree Point query Linear data O(log n) Database 

management system 

IBM DB2, oracle 8 

etc. 

B*- tree Point query Linear data O(log n)use more 

space than B+ tree 

HSF system 

R-tree Range query Multidimensional 

data 

Not utilize space 

more efficiently and 

not have worst time 

complexity 

Navigation system 

in real world 

application etc. 

R+- tree Range query Multidimensional 

data 

Utilize space by non 

overlapping 

efficiently than R-

tree 

Multidimensional 

data object. 

R*-tree Point query, range 

query 

Spatial data Implementation cost 

is more than R tree  

Application with 

data having points 

and rectangles. 

BR- tree Range query Multidimensional 

data 

O(n) High dimensional 

data 

 

Every data structure has complexity in term of 

space and time. 

4.4 Application 

Different methods are used for the different 

application. 

5. HILBERT CURVE 

Space filling curve transforms a 2- dimensional 

problem into a 1- dimensional one, so it can be 

used in combination with a well-known data 

structure for 1- dimensional storage and retrieval, 

such as B tree [1]. Space filling curves have been  

 

used in computer science for many applications due 

to their good clustering properties [7]. In space 

filling a curve visits all the points in k dimensional 

grid exactly once and never crosses itself. Hilbert 

curve is example of space filling curve. Propose for 

using space filling curve (or fractals), and 

specifically the Hilbert curve to impose a linear 

ordering on the data rectangle [5].  
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A 2*2 grid Hilbert curve is shown in Figure 8. 

Each vertex of the basic curve is replaced by the 

curve of order i-1, to derive a curve of order I, 

which may be appropriately reflected. Figure 8 also 

shows the Hilbert curve of order 2 and 3 [5].  In 

4*4 grids the point (0, 0) on the Hilbert value of 0, 

while the point (1, 1) has a Hilbert value of 2. 

That way Hilbert curve visits every point in a 

square grid with a size 2*2, 4*4,8*8,16*16 or any 

other power of 2 [5]. Hilbert curve can be 

generated by using L- system concept. To represent 

these curves (figure 8) in an easy way, apply the 

following terminology. 

 

                                 Figure 8. Hilbert curve 

A horizontal line of one unit to the right is 

indicated by a 1, one unit horizontal to the left by -

1 and the same for 2 in the vertical direction: 2 

represents one unit up and -2 one unit down. So 

Hilbert curves are the representations 2, 1, -2 for 

first curve and 1, 2, -1, 2, 2, 1, -2, 1, 2, 1, -2, -2, -1, 

-2, 1 for second curve.  

Before generating an L-system from Hilbert curve 

first introduce L- system. 

5. L-SYSTEM 
 

1. An L-system consists of V, an alphabet 

(of symbols) 

V
*
= V(V*V)(V*V*V)……=V

k
 for k≥1.The 

set of all strings (words) of V (with  *being the 

Kleene star) and production rules, a mapping 

P:VV
*
. 

2. Now p can be extended to p:V
*
V

*
, 

where the small latter p is use for extended 

mapping, by p(x1,x2,x3,…….)=  p(x1), 

p(x2), p(x3)….. where xi V(i≥1) and the 

strings are concatenated. 

3. {x V  P (x) = x} are constant and {x  

V  P (x)  x} are variables. For a special 

sV
*
 all generation is {P

n
 (s)  n ≥ 0} 

 
Example. The 2-dimensional Hilbert curves are 

generated by the L-system with V= {0, 1, -1, 2, -2, 

3, -3, 4, -4}, 0 being the start element and the 

production rules being  

 

P=        and P (x) =P(x) 

 

                    In transforming a string like 0, 3, 4, 

1, 4, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1, 4, 2, 3, 4, 1 to a graph 

the following prescription is adopted: 0 makes the 

graph start in the origin, 3/3 and 4/4 are replaced 

by 1/1 and 2/2 respectively and a 1 means a 

horizontal line of one unit to the right.1 one unit 

horizontal to the left and the same for 2 in the 

vertical direction: 2 equal one unit up and 2 

equals one unit down. So this string gives the 

second (rotated) Hilbert curve as one can easily 

check. So the string which represents the 2
nd

 

Hilbert curve is 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 

1, 2, and 1. The ultimate Hilbert string is not 

(yet) in the OEIS [10]. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
Some access methods have less space complexity; 

some have less time complexity and support 

different data types. Main objective of this paper is 

to compare various multidimensional access 

methods with their performance and make some 

observations using fractal and L-system. 
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